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The annual Budgetary Town Meeting was held
on Wednesday, March 4, 1998 at the Bedford
Town Hall. Present were Councilors Richard
Como, David Danielson, Paul Goldberg, Edward
Moran, Jeanene Procopis, Thomas Riley and
Richard Stonner. Also present was Town
Manager, Artherline Robersen and her successor
Catherine Debo. Also present was Edith
Schmidtchen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector and
Keith Hickey, Finance Director.
Moderator Eugene Van Loan III opened the
meeting at 7:05 PM.and reviewed the rules of
procedure for the meeting. There were
approximately 100 people in the audience.
Chairman Goldberg said "The Town is in a state
of transition. In 1991 a new Town Manager
came to Town, Artie Robersen. Quickly she saw
the group she was working with and got us all in
line. I think we all see the results that Artie has
done. When Artie came to Town, she did inform
us that it was going to be of a duration of 6 to 7
years. We made her stay the 7 years, and I think
she has done a splendid job. I know we are all
going to miss her. I hope she comes back. We
feel we have a worthy successor in Catherine
that will also keep us steady and on track. At
this time I think we all should give our thanks to
Artie for the wonderful job she has done." A
standing ovation was given. Mrs. Robersen
thanked everyone and said "you all made it
happen. I just orchestrate it. You all got it all
together, said what you wanted, and we did it."
Article 4 - To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate $500,000 in addition to the
$1.5 million already appropriated by
afTirmative vote by Article 3 of the 1997
warrant for the purpose of costs related to
the final closure of the Chubbuck Road
Landfill, and to authorize the Town
Council to enter into financing under the
State of New Hampshire revolving loan
fund, and to take such other action as may
be necessary to effect the financing as shall
be in the best interest of the Town of
Bedford, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Moderator Van Loan said this will be treated
as a bond issue and will require a 2/3rds vote
by secret written ballot. The polls will be
open for one hour. A motion was made and
seconded to Article 4. Mr. Goldberg said
when we first went for the landfill closure, we
had engineering studies done and estimates.
When the actual prices came in for the
landfill, they were higher than the estimate.
One of the reasons was the estimates were
done just as we were coming out of the
recession when construction was relatively
slow so the estimate was low. The
additional $500,000 will cover the cost plus it
will allow us to get into the low cost financing
through the state revolving loan system. It is
something we need to accomplish this task.
There was no discussion on Article 4. A
motion was made, seconded and passed to
close debate. The polls opened at 7:20 PM.
Article 5 - To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year.
Town General Fund
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Mr. Goldberg read a budget summary. "The
1998 Town Council proposed budget is driven
by increased demand for services; the
commitment to maintain tax rate stability; and
our desire for maximum efficiency and
productivity. We have been fortunate over the
past few years to see substantial revenue
increases or cost decreases offset the costs of
infrastructure improvements like the Library,
Safety Complex, Transfer Station, land
acquisition and park development, and more than
$500,000 in increases for roads.
But, there are only so many efficiencies, and so
much revenue available. We may be maximizing
those revenues in the near future and if we are to
continue to meet increased needs in areas like
public safety while adding funds for the road and
park programs, we must recommend a small tax
increase of twelve cents to $2.71.
To meet the increased needs from growth, there
are some staffing changes. They include 2
firefighters to be partially offset by decreasing
part-timers; 2 police officers to be phased with a
COPS grants; one highway/park maintenance
person; and 5 hours for animal management.
Four changes are shown in the Planning
Department and are worthy of mention. There is
$100,000 to start a capital fund for traffic signals
on South River Road, which will be the catalyst
for a developers' impact fee to pay for the lights.
There is $33,000 from a Capital Reserve for the
sidewalks from Macy's to the Manchester line
on South River Road. There is $60,000 to do the
ten year master plan. Finally, the Administrative
Assistant, formerly in the Town Manager's
office, is being moved as the amount of plan
review and zoning complaint follow up now
requires two full-time people.
The Conservation Commission shows a
$200,000 increase which is offset by revenues
resuhing from the amount of current use
penalties set aside for that purpose. $123,000
was increased in the road rehabilitation
account bringing the amount dedicated to the
road program to $737,000, and there is
$125,000 to continue the parks development.
The cost of additions to the budget are funded
through other cost savings and new revenues.
The largest reduction caused by a cost cutting
efficiency is $100,000 by changing the health
insurance carrier. We plan to review
Workers' Compensation and insurance billing
of ambulance service in 1998 with hopes of
similar results.
In the enterprise accounts, sewer payments to
Manchester are up $50,000 which is offset by
the user fees because of the growth on South
River Road. There is $200,000 from sewer
retained earnings to extend the line to
Constance Street and an interceptor for
Technology Drive, both of which will be
reimbursed by users. Police Special Detail is
up $100,000 because of the anticipated costs
and revenues associated with the
reconstruction of the Back River Road
intersection. We have moved BCTV to an
enterprise account to assure it expends no
more than the revenue from the cable
contract, and fundraising efforts. Health
insurance has been moved to one account
rather than allocated to the individual
departments because the new plan expenses
are directly attributable to use, not a premium.
We will continue to look for efficiencies and
ahernatives like the insurance carrier to
control our costs. But, we are also dedicated
to assuring the Town is maintained as a place
we all want to be by providing sufficient
funds to meet existing and growing needs like
pohce and fire protection, and continue those
requested programs like the road
rehabilitation plan and increased parks and
conservation land."
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Moderator Van Loan read through the 1998
Council approved Hne items.
John Miville, Wallace Road, asked if the voters
can have input as we go through the numbers.
Moderator Van Loan said yes.
Town Council $ 96,660
Town Manager's Office 155,830
Elections and Registration 22,287
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office 142,513





Historic District Commission 1,635
Planning Department 312,625
Robert Thomas, 40 Elk Drive, asked why this
has doubled. Mr. Danielson said some of this is
in and out. There is a decrease in the Town
Manager's Office because a personnel change
was made from a person who was in the Town
Manager's Office has now been assigned full
time to the Planning Department. The Master
Plan has come into its cycle, and this is the
largest growth item of $60,000. Sidewalks are
$33,000 for Route 3. This is in and out. In 1984
the Town appropriated specifically $33,000 for
sidewalks on the north side of Route 3. There is
$100,000 for signalized intersections. We have
to put up $100,000 for the engineering of lighted
intersections on Route 3. That is so we can get
ahead of the development on Route 3. This
money will be paid back as developments occur.
Bob Everhart, 229 Pulpit Road, asked if the town
has looked into grants. Mr. Danielson said this
money refers specifically to the money the town
appropriated for sidewalks on Route 3
in 1984. The other additional work also refers
to Route 3. Because of the work the State
will be doing at Kilton Road, that will be
federally ftinded. Also monies for the South
River Road/Back River Road intersection
which will also have some federal monies as
well as Town. Mr. Goldberg said the $33,000
is already in the bank. That is an in and out
item.
Ed Comiskey, 12 Three Comers Road, asked
why are we putting sidewalks in and how will
they be maintained. Mr. Danielson said the
reason is that is where the 1984 Town
Meeting said they wanted the sidewalks to be
placed. The Route 3 corridor now comprises
between 25 and 30% of all residential units in
town. There has been a great increase in
pedestrian traffic along Route 3. Maintenance
is in the budget. Mr. Comiskey asked if this
money is in the Public Works Department.
Mr. Danielson said yes. Mr. Comiskey asked
if this is on both sides of the road. Mr.
Danielson said only on the Mall side. Mr.
Comiskey asked if the signals that exist along
there will be modified to include a walk
signal. Mr. Goldberg said they are already
set up for that. Mr. Danielson said there is
$25,000 in miscellaneous Public Works







Mike Scanlon, 15 Caron Road, asked what
that is being spent on. Mr, Stonner said
$196,000 is the principal and interest on the
bond for the building. It also includes
electric, fiiel, telephone, and maintenance.
Mr. Scanlon asked what is the building
maintenance above. IVIr. Goldberg said we
contract out for elevators, etc. and we tie all
that maintenance together. Mr. Stonner said
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Mr. Goldberg said all the health insurance is
taken out of the department budgets and put in
one lump sum. By doing that we are self insured
for the first part of the insurances, and as a result
ofthat we saved $150,000.
NH Municipal Association $ 6,500
Southern NH Planning Commission 9,044
Manchester Transit Authority 39,000
Town Publications 12,000
Compensation Adjustments 95,000
Mr. Comiskey asked what comprises this
number. Mr. Goldberg said we are under a merit
pay system. The raises based on the merit pay
come out ofthat compensation adjustments. Mr.
Scanlon if we budgeted $95,000 last year and
expended $3,393 of it, why are we budgeting
$95,000 again. Mrs. Robersen said this is an
accounting issue. You budget the amount in one
account, and during the course of the year it is
taken out and allocated to the individual budgets,
so when you get done at the end of the year it
looks like $3,000 was allocated. What it really
means is that $3,000 was left over at the end of
the year. The rest was allocated out as it
occurred.
Unallocated Reserve $ 85,000
Sue Holstein, 33 Ministerial Branch, asked if the
















Mr. Scanlon was unable to attend the budget
meetings. This year we added 2 new
patrolmen and 2 new firefighters. He is a
volunteer on the Fire Dept. He is an EMT,
and one of the concerns that many of them
have is he is not sure if the people of the town
are aware of the level of medical service they
receive when they call an ambulance. A lot
of people are under the assumption that a
paramedic comes to your house. That isn't
the case. They have 2 paramedics on the
department, and are in the process of getting a
third, but they are still understaffed as far as
paramedics go. The things a paramedic can
do over what an EMT basic can do is
incredible. He would like to make a motion
to add 2 more fire fighters to the budget with
the understanding that we use at least 3 of
these positions as hired paramedics to give the
Town 24-hour paramedic service. That would
be approximately $40,000 per person. Mr.
Scanlon made a motion to add $80,000 to the
fire budget to increase the staffing by 4, not 2
for the current year with the understanding
that money is used to enhance and bring up
the paramedic service to 4 men around the
clock.
Moderator Van Loan explained this is in the
format of a line item budget, but it really isn't.
The Council can spend money in different
areas or to spend the total amount within the
allocated amount and are not necessarily
bound by a specific line item.
Motion seconded to add $80,000 to the
budget specifically in reference to the area of
fire and specifically with respect to providing
some additional fiinds for the hiring of some
paramedics.
Mr. Thomas asked a paramedic to address the
position. John Leary, Fairlane Drive, full
time paramedic for the Town, explained
briefly the 3 classes ofEMS.
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One is an EMT basic; one is EMT Intermediate;
and the highest level is Paramedic. The
difference in hours of training is 1,000 hours
from an EMT basic to Paramedic. The
paramedic can provide advanced cardiac life
support and pediatric advanced life support.
They are trained in pre-hospital trauma life
support as well as the additional advanced
assessment for shock and everything that goes
along with the education and clinical portions.
The difference in the level they can provide as a
paramedic is the ability to bring the emergency
room to a home or wherever the emergency
might occur.
Mr. Miville said at one point you were a fireman
and an EMT. Are we hiring flill time people as
fireman/paramedics or are they still being hired
as fireman/EMT. Mr. Miville said at one time
the full timers all had to be at least an EMT. Mr.
Scanlon said the full timers are hired under the
old criteria as a level 3 firefighter/EMT basic.
Now the flill time firefighter will change because
they did away with the level 3. They only have
to be an EMT basic. The difference between
hiring a person that is a paramedic is the course
is $5,000, every Saturday for a year, 800 hours
of clinical time, and they have to do it on their
own time. Your chances of survival are greater
with a paramedic.
The paramedic is bringing whatever the
emergency room doctor would do while the
EMT is packaging you up and getting you to the
emergency room as fast as possible.
Jim Flora, Hitching Post Lane, asked if the
Council considered this option, and what was
their rationale for not including it in the budget.
Mr. Stonner said the budget process started back
in August. During this process the Fire Chief
came up with a restructuring program to address
what he felt had to be done to bring the staffing
up. The solution the Fire Chief offered and what
the Council accepted was 2 new hires. This
would allow 3 firefighters 7 days per week from
6 AM to 6 PM with additional daytime
coverage at Hilltop of 2 more firefighters. A
great deal of thought went into this. If there
are suggestions for next year, they are
welcome. What the Council feels we have
here is a package that will bring the staffing
level up to what the Town needs today, and
we review this every year.
Don Inglis, 54 Holbrook Hill Road, said the
Police Dept. is $1.6 million and the Fire Dept.
is $1 million. He suggested the Council
review these 2 budgets and fund the new
positions in the Fire Dept. by reducing the
positions in the Police Dept. Mr. Scanlon
said the 2 new men they are getting this year
they currently already have one of those
positions in place as a temporary full time
position. We are talking about numbers.
You can have 5 or 6 firefighter/EMT 's on
duty, but that doesn't resolve the problem that
when you need a paramedic, you need a
paramedic. A firefighter/EMT is not going to
substitute. The numbers aren't the point. It is
the service. This is not a luxury any more.
Mr. Goldberg is proud of the way the Council
works and plans for the future, and these
concerns should be addressed to the
department head and brought to the Council
so they can have full exposure and debate.
He believes strongly in the budget presented,
and he would not want to go out and spend
money based on a 10-minute debate before
the Council has had the time and effort put
into study this problem. The Council is
willing to listen to anyone, and all their
meetings are open. He said the Council in
1998 is looking into something they can do
for ambulance service with insurance to get
fiinding. He does not believe we should react
at an emotional debate without all the facts
presented. He is glad these ideas are here,
and they will pursue it.
Mr. Comiskey said in looking at the overall
budget for the Fire Dept. there is an overall
decrease of $100,000. He asked if that
represents the insurance. Mr. Goldberg said
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that is true in most departments because they
have moved the insurance. Mrs. Robersen said
there is also a big piece of equipment that was
purchased last year which is not there this year.
Mr. Comiskey asked if these budget figures are
the ones that were presented and discussed with
Chief Clow. Mr. Goldberg said yes. Mr.
Comiskey asked if the Chief has the opportunity
to hire the firefighters. Mr. Goldberg said in
the past we have put people on part way through
the year if the need is there. The Council met
with Chief Clow and had 2 public hearings on
the budget. If the public feh strongly about this
they could have brought it up there to give the
Council the opportunity to give it the analysis the
people deserve before voting on it. Mrs.
Robersen said the Chief can hire.
Ken Belleville, 95 Sebbins Pond Drive, agrees
the Council does a lot ofwork on the budget. He
wonders why we are here if we cannot bring up
ideas. We are going to vote on this tonight, so
there wouldn't be any use for them if they
weren't able to bring up ideas. He doesn't agree
we should bring these people on, but he should
be allowed to bring it up and we ought to be able
to discuss it. He asked in the budget for 2
people, he is assuming paramedics would cost
more than an EMT basic. Mr. Scanlon said they
are paid $1,000 a year incentive. Mr. Belleville
asked if the amount we have appropriated would
cover paramedics if the Chief chose to. Mr.
Danielson said we did not come by this budget
by accident. There was a lot of thought put into
it. Your comments were right. This is an
opportunity for us to get more ideas. The plan
that Chief Clow put together for years ahead is a
superb first document for the Council to look
forward too. When Chief Clow shared it with
the Council they said this is the essence of a
master plan for the fire service and safety service
into the future. Mr. Danielson said the Council
is not insensitive to this type of discussion.
Roy Stewart moved the question. Vote on the
amendment failed.
Fire -Hilltop $ 55,425
Building Inspection 78,681
Emergency Management 2,500
Fire Hydrant Rental 52,500
Public Works - Administration 1 1 5,703
Public Works - Road Resurfacing 737,072
Charles Lagasse, Wallace Road, said he spent
the last 5 months working with the Town
Council and Highway Safety Committee on a
proposal to include pedestrian right-of-ways
along the reconstructed roadways such as
Liberty Hill which is coming up this spring.
As of yesterday at the Safety Committee, it is
still sitting in limbo, and they are going to
study it further. Mr. Lagasse said it isn't
going to work if they resurface and rebuild
Liberty Hill Road without doing it this year.
It will never get one. He said we won't be
able to walk to the new park unless we have
safe walkways along the roads. He proposed
to increase the road resurfacing budget by
$35,000 and decrease the park budget by
$35,000 so we can walk to the park.
Moderator Van Loan does not think either of
these are restricted items. Mrs. Robersen said
the park is an enterprise fund and can only be
spent for that purpose.
Mr. Lagasse moved to increase road
resurfacing by $35,000; motion seconded;
Moderator Van Loan announced at 8:20 PM
that the polls are closed on Article 4, and the
ballots will be counted.
Mr. Stonner said they have been looking at
these proposals and have tried to come to a
consensus on the safety aspects. There are
some state laws governing this. You are not
supposed to comingle joggers, walkers,
bikers, roller skaters, roller bladers, on one
surface like that. There are also state laws
regulating bicycles where they have to go
with the flow of traffic unlike pedestrians who
walk against the flow of traffic. This proposal
is taking one stretch of Liberty Hill Road,
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3500 feet, starting nowhere and ending nowhere,
and building a walking path or a bicycle path on
the side of the road. Ifwe follow state standards,
what we would have to do is it would have to be
a 4-foot section on each side of the road, and on
the far side of that would have to be one foot of a
dirt base to support the pavement. Liberty Hill
Road is a very old road with a narrow right-of-
way. Bedford streets today are built to standards
of a 24-foot width. Much of Liberty Hill Road is
only 21 feet. With the slopes and stone walls
and privately owned land on each side we can't
even get a 24-foot road in there in many places.
The $35,000 is an estimate. If that was one
straight stretch of road we could probably do it
for $25,000 to $30,000. But when you talk
about blasting and ledge, you could be talking 2
to 3 times that amount. The other problem is it
has to be continuous, not stop and start. There
were some residents at a Council meeting who
said they would not give or sell any of their land
because they are so close to the street now, that
they did not have any land to part with. We
cannot take the land by eminent domain for this
purpose. Mr. Stonner recommends voting
against it. We cannot do it and do it the way it
should be done by state and community
standards.
Vote on motion to increase the budget by
$35,000 failed.
Moderator Van Loan announced the results of
voting on Article 4 as 79 yes and 9 no, so the
article passed by a 2/3 vote.
Public Works - Highway $796, 1 94
Public Works - Winter Maintenance 332,123
Public Works - Traffic Control
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TOWN OF BEDFORD
1999 WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bedford in the
County of Hillsborough in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at McKelvie
School on Tuesday, March 9, 1999 at 7 o'clock
in the forenoon to act on the following articles
numbers 1 and 2. Polls are to close no later than
7:00pm. Action on the Town Budget Article 3
will be held on Wednesday, March 3, 1999 at
7:00pm at the Town Hall (70 Bedford Center
Road).
Article 1. To elect necessary Town Officers
for the ensuing three years.
Article 2. To see how the Town will vote on the
following zoning amendments.
ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD:
AMENDMENT NO. 1 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows:_ To amend Article 45-4,
USE AND DIMENSIONAL REGULATIONS,
Section 45-4-2(f) Supplemental Provisions, by
deleting (1) Home Occupations in its entirety
and substituting the following:
(1) Home Occupations
In zoning districts which permit the
establishment of a home occupation, there
shall be two classes of home occupations
identified as Level I and Level H. All home
occupations must comply with the following
provisions:
a. Not more than one (1) commercial
vehicle in connection with such home
occupation shall be stored on the
premises;
b. No more than thirty percent
(30%) of the existing net floor area
of the principal building shall be
devoted to such use;
c. There shall be no display of
goods or wares visible from the
street;
d. The building and premises
occupied shall not be rendered
objectionable or detrimental to the
residential character of the
neighborhood because of exterior
appearance, traffic, emissions of
odor, smoke dust, noise, electrical
disturbance, on-site storage of
hazardous materials as
determined by the Bedford Fire
Department, or in any other way;
Level I home occupations do not require a
permit from the Planning Board as long as
the following provisions are met:
a. There shall be no non-resident
employees;
b. The use shall generate no
additional vehicular traffic;
c. The home occupation shall not
advertise with a sign on the
premises.
All other home occupations shall be
defined as Level II home occupations and
shall require a Home Occupation Permit
hearing and approval from the Planning
Board. The following provisions shall
apply specifically to Level II home
occupations:
a. The home occupation shall be
carried on strictly by the owner of
the principal building, who shall
also reside in said building. Should
the owner move his/her residence,
the home occupation must be
discontinued within three (3)
months;
b. No more than two (2) non-
residents shall be employed or
otherwise engaged in the conduct of
the business therein;
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ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD:
AMENDMENT NO. 1 - continued
c. A minimum of two (2) off-street
parking spaces shall be provided plus
one and a half (1 Vz) spaces per
employee;
d. If the home occupation is a day
care facility, a minimum of fifty square
feet (50 sq.ft.) of outside play area for
each enrolled child shall be provided.
No portion of the outside play area
shall be located within twenty-five feet
(25 ft.) of the side or rear property
lines. In addition, off-street parking
must be provided for employees plus
an appropriate off-street area for
drop-off and pick-up of children must
also be provided;
e. Septic system design/capacity for
home occupations that utilize large
water or waste water volumes, such as
day care facilities, hair salons, and
catering services, shall be verified in
writing by a licensed NH Septic
Designer or a Professional Engineer;
f. A Certificate of Occupancy for
the proposed use shall be issued by the
Building Inspector to verify
conformance with the preceding
standards.
[This amendment is intended to eliminate the
need for some home offices to obtain a permit
from the Planning Board.]
AMENDMENT NO. 2 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows: To amend Article 45-6,
CLUSTER RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
by deleting Section 45-6-3 (d) Home
Occupation Prohibition.
[This amendment is intended to allow home
occupations in detached dwelling units located
within a cluster residential development.]
AMENDMENT NO. 3 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows: To amend Article 45-
11 SIGNS, Section 45-11-1, General
Provisions, by adding a new sentence to
paragraph (a) as follows: No sign, including
its structural supports, shall exceed a
height of twenty feet (20') above the
finished grade where the support is
mounted.
[This amendment is intended to create a
height limitation for new signs outside the PZ
zone]
AMENDMENT NO. 4 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows: To amend Article 45-
11 SIGNS, Section 45-11-1, General
Provisions, as follows: By deleting paragraph
(d) and inserting a new paragraph (d) as
follows: (d) Advertising signs indicating
the coming of a development and
permanent subdivision identification signs
shall not be allowed until final approval of
the project by the Planning Board, and the
Planning Board may approve the signage
specifications on an individual basis.
By deleting paragraph (e) and inserting a new
paragraph (e) as follows: (e) Portable signs
shall not be allowed in any district except
as noted in paragraph (n) below.
By deleting paragraph (f) and inserting a new
paragraph (f) as follows: (0 Permanent off-
premise signs shall not be allowed in any
district.
By deleting paragraph (n) and inserting a new
paragraph (n) as follows: (n) Temporary
banners or temporary signs for events shall
be regulated by the Bedford Town Council.
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THE PLANNING BOARD:
AMENDMENT NO. 4- continued
[Paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) are amendments
intended as housekeeping measures to maintain
consistency in the Sign Ordinance. Paragraph
(n) is intended to allow temporary signs for
pancake breakfasts and other one-time events, in
addition to the temporary banners that are
currently allowed through a permit from the
Town Council]
AMENDMENT NO. 5 Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows: To amend Article 45-1
1
SIGNS, Section 2, District Regulations for
Signage, by inserting the following in (c)
Commercial District, (d) Office District, (e)
Service Industrial District, (h) Highway
Commercial District, and (i) Performance
Zoning District, and by inserting the following
in Figure 45.19, Table of Performance Zone
Sign Standards:
Any wall sign or freestanding sign located 150
feet or more from the edge of any street right-
of-way providing frontage to a lot may
increase the sign area by utilizing a formula
of: Distance in feet / 4.25 = allowable area
of sign.
[This amendment is intended to allow buildings
and ground signs that are set back long distances
from roadways to have signage which can be
adequately read by passing motorists.]
AMENDMENT NO. 6 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article 45-11 SIGNS, Section 3,
Political Signs, by deleting the existing text and
inserting the following: Political signs shall
conform to all New Hampshire State Statutes,
including R.S.A. 664:14 through 664:18
and as may be amended, and enforcement
shall be through the Office of the New
Hampshire Attorney General.
[This amendment is intended to eliminate
local enforcement of State of NH statutes
regarding political signs]
AMENDMENT NO. 7 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the
Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Article 45-4, USE AND
DIMENSIONAL REGULATIONS, Section
45-4-1 (k) Capital Facilities Fees, (1) a., by
changing the paragraph as follows:
a. Public recreation land and facilities
(excluding permanently unimproved open
space) to serve all new subdivisions and site
plans that create new dwelling units,
excluding nursing homes and assisted
living facilities.
[This amendment is intended to enable the
Planning Board to levy a Recreation Capital
Facilities Fee on all new housing
developments in Bedford where the residents
are likely to use Town recreation facilities.]
AMENDMENT NO. 8 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the
Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Appendix 45-D, RECREATION
CAPITAL FACILITIES FEE ASSESSMENT
as follows:
(b) Assumptions. Add the following sentence
to (3) Where a Recreation Capital
Facilities Fee is being assessed on housing
other than detached single-unit dwellings,
the best available data on average
household size shall be used to establish
"persons per dwelling unit" by the
Planning Board.
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ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
THE PLANNEVG BOARD:
AMENDMENT NO. 8- continued
(c) Formula. Modify the formula as follows:
Recreation Fee = [ (Persons) x (Units) x
(Acres) x (Cost) x (1 - Grants) ]
Where:
Persons = Number of persons per
dwelling unit, based either on the
average household size for Bedford as
listed in the most recent decennial census
OR based upon an estimate as
determined by the Planning Board.
Units = Number of new dwelling units in
a proposed development for which a
Recreation Capital Facilities Fee is being
assessed.
[This amendment is intended to recognize that
various types of housing, such as apartments,
townhouses, or single family homes may have a
different average household size. The Planning
Board may use best available estimates of the
household size when levying the Recreation
Fee.]
ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
CITIZEN PETITION:
AMENDMENT NO. 9 The undersigned
registered voters of the town request that the
zoning ordinance of the Town be amended by
adding the following provision(s) and deleting
any provisions inconsistent therewith:
To amend Article 45-3 ESTABLISHMENT OF
DISTRICTS, Section 45-3-2, Location of
Districts, as follows: To amend the Official
Zoning Map of the Town of Bedford, NH by
expanding the Commercial District on Route 101
to include a certain parcel of land owned by
Thomas J. Flatley, identified as Tax Map 13, Lot
38, containing 4.5 acres, more or less; said
parcel of land being bounded on the south by
Route 101, on the west by Old Bedford Road
and on the east and north by Tax Map 1 0, Lot
23 (said Tax Map 10, Lot 23 is zoned
Commercial). This amendment is intended to
expand the Commercial Zone to include,
within the Commercial Zone, the parcel of
land located at the corner of Route 101 and
Old Bedford Road which abuts land located in
a Commercial Zone but is currently zoned
Office.
THE PLANNING BOARD APPROVES
ADOPTIONOF THISAMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT NO. 10 The undersigned
registered voters of the Town of Bedford do
hereby petition and request that the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town be amended by voting
to reverse the vote passed at the March 10,
1998 town meeting expanding the highway
district, as follows: Amend Article 45-3
ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRICTS, Section
45-3-2 Location of districts, as follows:
Amend the Official Zone Map of the Town of
Bedford, NH, by reducing the size of the
Highway Commercial district on Route 101,
adjacent to Map 20 Lot 8 [Mobil Gas Station
property] said area being wholly owned by
the Town, in the following particulars:
Retract the northeasterly boundary line of said
Highway Commercial district approximately
35 feet to the southwest to the northeasterly
boundary line of the Mobil property, and
retract the northwesterly boundary line of the
Highway Commercial district approximately
100 feet to the southeast to the northwest
boundary line of the Mobil property, for a
total reduction of the highway commercial
district of approximately 22,000 square feet;
the property affected is owned solely by the
Town of Bedford and shall revert to its former
designation as being within the residential -
agricultural zone.
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ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
CITIZEN PETITION:
AMENDMENT NO. 10- continued
[This petitioned amendment is intended to
reverse the zoning amendment voted March 10,
1998 enlarging the Highway Commercial
District to enable Mobil Oil Corp. to purchase
22,000 sq. ft. fi-om the town in order to expand
its facilities and include a larger convenience
store and a fast food and yogurt operation;
Mobil Oil Corp. has not purchased the property
and has announced its abandonment of plans to
do so.]
THE PLANNING BOARD APPROVES
ADOPTION OF THISAMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT NO. 11 The undersigned
registered voters of the Town of Bedford hereby
request that the Zoning Ordinance of the Town
be amended by adding the following provision
and deleting any provisions inconsistent
therewith: This petition is to amend the Zoning
Ordinance such that "Fast food restaurants", as
defined in this Ordinance, which are located in
the Highway Commercial Zone in the Town of
Bedford, will not include drive-up or drive-thru
service facility or offer curb service. Amend
Article 45-4, "Use and Dimensional
Regulations" so that, as amended, Appendix 45-
A (Table of Uses) will include footnote
numbered 32 after the letter "P" in the Use
subheading "Commercial - Restaurant, Fast
Food" in a Highway Commercial Zoning
District, which footnote shall read as follows;
"32. Shall not include a drive-up or drive-
through service facility or offer curb service."
THE PLANNING BOARD DOES NOT
APPROVE ADOPTION OF THIS
AMENDMENT.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate such sums of money as
may be necessary to defray Town charges for
the ensuing year.
Town General Fund $ 9,737,180
Police Contract Work $ 300,000
Summer Day Camp Fund $ 73,317
BCTVFund $ 57,000
Sewer Fund $ 1,230,293
Total Appropriation $11 ,397,790
This warrant was approved by the Bedford
Town Council on February 10, 1999.
Given under our hands and seal this 10* day
of February, 1999.
Paul Goldberg, Chairman
Richard Como Jeanene Procopis
David Danielson Thomas Riley
Edward Moran, Jr. Richard Stonner





The Town has maintained a stable tax rate for its
portion of the Town Budget in 1999. Further
along the lines of securing tax rate stability in
future years, we have increased our cash reserves
to approximately $1.2 million dollars (from
$794,978), and started to re-establish capital
reserves for Parks and Recreation, Public Works,
and Fire Departments - to prepare for major
capital acquisitions in the future.
The Town has managed to increase its assessed
valuation this year by over $70,000,000, the
second time in two years, through growth
consistent with careful planning review and
sound zoning regulations.
In December, Council approved the hiring of
RKG to conduct our Ten Year Master Plan
effort, to be supplemented with a Sewer Plan
Update conducted at the same. The Master Plan
will guide town planning, zoning, economic
development, and scope of community services
for the next ten years. We look forward to your
involvement in this planning process.
On behalf of Town Council I'd like to thank all
who have made our programs and activities
possible this year - volunteers and staff.




When hired last March, my first official
introduction to residents was at the March
Town Meeting. Town Council had made plans
for former Town Manager Artie Robersen to
remain as a consultant for several months to
assure a smooth transition. I am grateful to
Council, Artie, and Department Heads for the
warm welcome and assistance they gave me
during the transition period.
During the year, I've worked to meet Town
Council objectives:
• maintaining a stable tax rate for 1999,
• increasing our cash reserves in 1998,
• starting our ten year Master Plan process,
• supporting an aggressive roads program
(without bonding) for 1999,
• preparing for staff and organizational
changes in the Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Department in March,
• supporting opportunities for our recreation
program to grow,
• building management skills in the Fire
Department, and
• finding ways to maintain or improve quality
of life in the community.
To address this last objective, I've been
actively involved in:
• working with Police Chief David Bailey,
the Highway Safety Committee, and the
NHDOT on safety and signage issues on
Route 1 1 and on local roads;
• working with Fire Chief Joe Clow to
provide resources, opportunities, and
incentives for staff to obtain advanced EMT
and other training necessary for top notch
emergency services in our community; and
• promoting, through Planning Dept. staff
and a volunteer committee, development of
a Conservation/ Preservation priorities
listing process to give the Town guidance
in considering property acquisitions.
Obtained Council support for acquisition
of the Benedictine property for open space




Again in 1998, the real estate development
boom continued in Bedford; however this year
there was a marked decline in new commercial
and industrial projects, as well as a sharp
decrease in residential condominium and rental
apartment developments. Housing for the
elderly was the largest segment of new
applications reviewed by the Planning Board,
with 108 lots for residents over the age of 55
approved, and 70 new units of elderly assisted
living quarters approved.
Final approval was granted for:
• 20 Subdivision Plans, including 210
residential lots and 8 com./industrial lots;
10 Lot Line Adjustment Plans;
5 Site Plans - 62,486 sq. ft. new
commercial/industrial buildings or additions;
2 Site Plans - 70 elderly assisted living
quarters;
4 Site Plans - 3,320 sq. ft. change-of-use
commercial/industrial buildings;
1 Site Plan - New Elementary School;
5 Home Occupation Permits;
1 Communications Tower; and
38 Misc. Plans - concepts, sign waivers, etc.
Major developments reviewed included:
The Mews - 108 residential lots for over-55
living;
Newton Group - 60 elderly assisted-living
apartments;
Sheffield Woods - Cabot Preserve
Comprehensive; and
Plan for a 1 14 - lot cluster subdivision.
Your Planning Board is dedicated to the
promotion of quality development which will
have lasting value, both economically and
aesthetically, for all of the property owners and
residents in Town. Towards this end, we have
been honored to serve the Town.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Karen White, AICP, Director
The economic heahh of Bedford continued to
be vibrant in 1998, and for the first time in
Bedford's history, elderly housing began to
take the center stage, with 178 new units
(either single-family or assisted living)
approved by the Planning Board. As the "baby
boomers" begin to age, it is Ukely that many
more applications for empty-nester housing
alternatives will be proposed in Bedford.
Zoning Administration
Planner I Nancy Larson has assumed much of
the responsibility for site inspections and
investigation of zoning complaints. The
waiting time for resolution of complaints has
been significantly reduced, and Nancy has
developed a cooperative effort with the NH
Wetlands Bureau for response to wetlands
violations.
Year 2000 Master Plan
After many months of interviewing candidates
and negotiating proposals, the Town Council
and Planning Board have selected RKG
Associates of Durham, NH to guide the
preparation of Bedford's new Master Plan.
RKG's proposal includes some innovative
"visioning strategies" for projecting how our
community's remaining land areas will be
used. Activity is expected to begin on this





The SNHPC has a wide range of services and
resources available to help dues-paying members
deal with a variety of municipal issues.
Technical assistance is provided by a
professional staff whose expertise is, when
necessary, supplemented by consuhants who are
selected for their specialized skills or services.
Each year, with the approval of your appointed
representatives, the Commission staff designs
and carries out programs of area-wide
significance that are mandated under New
Hampshire and federal laws or regulations, as
well as local projects which would pertain more
exclusively to your community.
Technical assistance is provided in a timely
manner by staff at the request of your Planning
Director and the Town Council, The
Commission conducts planning studies and
carries out projects that are of common interest
and benefit to all member communities, keeps
your officials apprised of change in planning and
land use regulation, and offers training
workshops for Planning and Zoning Board
Members on an annual basis. Services performed
for Bedford during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Co-sponsored Municipal Law Lecture;
2. Conducted traffic counts at 26 Town
locations;
3. Prepared the Regional Transportation Plan
and draft Transportation Improvement
Program FY 1999-2001, including highway
projects in Bedford;
4. Prepared a traffic circulation plan for the
Route 3 upper corridor per request of the
Planning Director;
5. Provided a video concerning Earth
Excavations for the use of the Planning
Board.
Bedford's Representatives to the Commission
are: David J. Danielson, Executive Committee -
Chairman, Eugene M. Van Loan, Jr., and
Edward P. Moran, Jr.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Sandra LaMontagne, Chairman
In 1998, the ZBA heard 43 applications for
variances, special exceptions, equitable
waivers, and administrative appeals. Six
commercial and 18 residential requests were
approved. Twelve commercial and seven
residential requests were denied.
The Zoning Administrator handles public
inquiries regarding zoning questions and
advises citizens on application procedure. The
Board hears evidence for and against variances,
appeals from administrative decisions, and
approvals of special exceptions. After hearing
the evidence, the Board discusses the requests
and votes in public session. Planner I - Nancy
Larson, attends our meetings and provides
information to Board members on the
applications.
When an applicant makes a presentation before
the Board for a variance, the following five
criteria must be addressed:
1. No diminution in value of surrounding
properties would be suffered.
2. Granting the variance would be of benefit to the
pubhc.
3. Denial of the variance would result in
unnecessary hardship to the owner seeking it.




Use must not be contrary to the spirit of the
ordinance.
Applicants not present at a meeting who wish
to have someone speak for them must give
written authorization for the representative.
Scheduled applicants wishing a postponement
must do so within seven working days before
the meeting and must pay for notification of
abutters of the change, or the applicant will not
be heard for six months. Anyone may appeal a
Board ruling in writing within twenty days.
The Board then has thirty days to determine if
it will grant a rehearing based on new
information in the request.
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Maurice E. Goulet, Chairman
The HDC held 10 meetings and reviewed 19
applications this year. Applications included a
new home on Bedford Center Road, creation of
the Bedford Center Park, numerous alterations to
existing homes, and various signs in the District.
Member Kevin Keyes was appointed to serve on
a subcommittee to identify land and heritage
preservation properties of potential value to the
Town. In addition, we welcomed the opening of
the Marconi Museum in the heart of the Historic
District.
The first Bedford Historic District sign was
erected at the foot of Church Road. During 1999,
street signs in the District will be changed to this
new distinctive style - in time for the Town's
250**^ anniversary celebration in the year 2000.
My thanks go to current Commission members
Kevin Keyes, Marilyn Otterson, Paul Drahnak,
Edward Moran, Raymond Minichiello, Elizabeth
Lessard, Jon Levenstein, and Staff Liaison
Frances Wiggin, as well as to former
Commission members Jeanene Procopis,
Laurence Gott, Steven Korkin, and David Bailey
- for their assistance.
In 1999 we look forward to working with other
Town groups in planning for Bedford's 250
Anniversary in the year 2000 AD.
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Robert Sundeen, Chairman
Ralph Wiggin & Doris Peck Spurway
In Oct., 1998, the Trustees announced that
effective Jan. 1, 1999 - the price of a traditional
four-place plot would be raised from $1000 to
$1,200, with the division of a plot at one half
the cost - $600. The Trustees receive many
inquiries concerning the use of flowers,
plantings, etc. in the cemetery. As a help to
understanding the regulations, we quote from
the official by-laws:
• The in-ground planting of plants, shrubs, and
trees are prohibited on cemetery lots.
• Live vegetation is permitted if placed in an urn
or pot.
• Artificial flowers of all types are not allowed.
• Twice annually, before May T' and November
r', flowers or temporary decorations no longer
considered attractive will be removed by the
custodian.
• Admission to the cemetery is prohibited from
sundown to sunup.
• Unless otherwise permitted by weather
conditions, burials will not be conducted after
December T' and before May V\
Remaining work in the next two years in the
expansion area at the top of the hill is:
• Layout of driveways.
• Installation of water Unes.
• Enhancing the present cistern with a suitable
structure;
• Getting the electric power to this structure;
• Plantings for an attractive appearance;
• Laying out and numbering grave sites in plots
of two per section, with an additional section
for single burial plots.
There have been 19 burials this year. Eight
cemetery plots have been sold of which five
were two-place and three were four-place.
One replacement deed was written and one
four-place plot was returned and reimbursed.
Four cemeteries in Bedford are cared for by a






Legacy Park is becoming a major recreation area
in Bedford. The softball field came into use in
April. The soccer field was used in the fall
season. Cross-country ski trails are currently
being used. The skateboard park should open in
the Spring of 1999. The senior baseball field
will be finished in 1999. Tennis courts and a
basketball court will be completed in 2000.
Bedford Rotary Club built a warming cabin for
use in all seasons. Bedford Soccer League paid
for the field to be sodded. Many thanks to the
Rotary Club and Soccer League.
Bedford's popular Heritage Trail will double in
length next year - with contributions fi"om
developers. The pool was busy. Pool Director
Dave Feren and staff did a great job, with 728
people taking swimming lessons this year.
We want to thank all who have made our
programs and activities possible this year,
with special thanks to:
• Outback Steakhouse for sponsoring
a cookout at our Springfest, with proceeds
going to Center Park Fund.
• Bedford Village Inn for sponsoring our
"Bright Lights" Holiday decorating contest
for the 7"" year.
• Prudential Habs Realtors for sponsoring
our Summer Family Cultural Series for the
7* year, attended by a record-breaking 1 ,800
people at six performances.
• Creative Destinations Unlimited of
Bedford for a cooperative arrangement where
the Dept. receives $25 for each trip booked
through the travel agency.
• Bedford VFW for sponsoring and
organizing our Pre-Memorial Day Parade for
over 10 years.
Our Simply Messy classes conducted by Nancy
Tompkins and our Ballroom Dancing classes
taught by Betty Ouellette continue to be very
popular.
This year Bedford Town Councilor Dick
Como was recognized for his outstanding
support of soccer in our community by the
Bedford Soccer League.
Our programs are very successful because so
many individuals and organizations
generously contribute time, energy, and
funding. In 1999 we will be getting ready for
our 250* anniversary in the year 2000. Please
call to volunteer your help in planning special
events for our birthday year.
Bedford Sledding Hill
BEDFORD COMMUNITY TELEVISION
Cathy Burnham, Station Coordinator
BCTV-16 is part of the nationwide system of
PEG Access Cable TV stations - broadcasting
public, educational, and government
programming to residents and businesses in
Bedford. Located across fi-om the Library
and next to the Old Firehouse, the station
offers residents the opportunity to produce
local and regional TV programs. It also
broadcasts a variety of Town and School
Board meetings and runs an electronic
bulletin board featuring local events. Every




David C. Bailey, Police Chief
This year we are using a new software program
to track accidents, arrests, and other incidents -
helpful for reporting purposes. We were
fortunate to receive a grant through the Attorney
General's Office to install laptop computers for
data entry by Officers in their cruisers. This
allows officers to remain in the field longer
while they complete necessary "paperwork". A
ftirther grant from the Federal Government in
1999 (approved in 1998) will give our Officers
the ability to send and retrieve that data while in
the field - for fiirther efficiency. We pledge to
continue to keep pace with this fast growing
community, while continuing to be as
economically efficient as possible.
Further on the grant fi-ont, the following is a
summary of the number of officers funded (or to
be funded) through federal COPS grants in each
year of a 6 year period.
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
# officers: 1 13 3 4 2
Cops grants are for a three year period and may
be extended for up to 18 months.
Unfortunately, 1998 saw three deaths in two
motor vehicle crashes on Route 101 and one on a
Town road. In addition to providing vigilant
enforcement, we continue to work proactively
with Town and State Officials to improve traffic
safety conditions in Bedford.
Lastly, as always, I wish to thank all Town of
Bedford Officials, employees and, of course,
citizens for their help and cooperation during
the year. We are truly a team. I also wish to
thank Jerry Dyer who retired in 1998 after
twenty years of dedication to the Department
as a Dispatcher.
Dare Officers




Joseph M. Clow, Fire Chief
In 1998, Staff designed and began to implement
a new Fire Safety Inspection Program for
commercial, industrial, and institutional facilities
and a Home Safety Inspection Program for
residences - making 76 informational and
instructional presentations in the community.
During Fire Prevention Week, the Department
co-sponsored an Open House with Papa Gino's
Pizza where it showcased safety displays and
demonstrations. Over 700 people attended.
During the year, personnel participated in 49
training sessions on varied topics including
Emergency Medical Training, Hazardous
Materials, Special Rescue, Driver/Operator, Fire
Operations, Building Construction, and
Administrative Procedures. Some obtained
advanced EMT certifications. Town Council
approved a change in ambulance fees and billing
procedures to produce revenues for a capital
reserve for ambulances and for further training of
firefighter/ambulance personnel. Donations from
the Bedford Women's Club, the Newcomer's
Club, and Firefighter's Association made it
possible to obtain Blood Pressure Monitor
equipment for ambulance services. The Dept.
obtained a new Rescue Pumper in December.
During the year, Staffworked on ambitious plans
for implementation in 1999 to improve staffing,
offer pay incentives for advanced EMT training,
and for a capital program to replace aging fire-
fighting equipment. Town Council endorsed
these initiatives in its 1999 Budget process.
Fire Department Statistics
Fire Calls 1997 1998
Rescue
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Edward S. Kelly, P.E., Director
DPW has four divisions: Administrative,
Highway, Solid Waste, and Wastewater. There
are 20 full-time, 2 part-time, and 3 seasonal
employees.
Highway Division
Paul Belanger, Superintendent/Asst. Dir.
In early months of 1998, we had 18 snow and
ice storms, with millions of dollars of damage
from ice - a result of El Nino. February was
wet and mild. June was storm-filled. We called
out employees on 23 occasions for exceptional
weather conditions, with 5 storms taking 43.5%
of our snow budget. Fortunately we had a mild
winter late in the year to compensate for earlier
months of the year.
The major contracted road project in 1998 was
Phase II of Liberty Hill Road. Town crews spent
the summer on general maintenance and
drainage improvements in preparation for future
rehabilitation and reconstruction. Roads paved
included: Back River Road, Bayberry Court,
Beaver Brook Rd., Beaver Lane, Beech Street,
Blanford Place, Commerce Park North,
Constance Street, County Road, Dam Lane,
Devonshire Way, Golden Drive, Jackson Square,
John Goffe Drive, Matthew Patten, Pheasant
Run;, Pinecrest Drive, Ruth Street, Seton
Drive, Sunset Lane, Teaberry Lane, Woodbury
Lane, and York Rd.
The final phase (III) of Liberty Hill Road will
be completed in 1999, with the wearing
course (asphalt) to be placed over the entire
length in the year 2000. Town Council has
steadily been increasing the annual budget
allocation for roads.
The State DOT will open bids for Kilton and
Back River Road projects in the spring of
2000. The State has also made a commitment
to build an Airport Access Road in the future.
Solid Waste Division
A major milestone was reached in November,
1998 with the completion of the Landfill
closure - in accordance with approved
NHDES plans. The Transfer Station continues
to see increased activity and now handles six




Projects completed in 1998 include:
Constance Street, Rosehill, Hawthorne Drive,
the Murray Group and the continuation of
Village Green. In 1999, we plan several
laterals in the Route 3 corridor and an update
of our sewer plan.
At closure of Landfill: Hydroseeding
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
Frances M. Wiggin, Director
Trustees: Robert Brooks, Parsons Richmond,
and William Wickham
Our Library continues to serve as our cultural
hub. We sponsor very popular children's
programs including the Magic Story Castle,
crafts projects, multi-media presentations, and
summer reading programs - all in high demand.
On the first Sunday of the month Friends of the
Library offer free cultural programs, many of
them musical. Quality programming is made
possible thanks to contributing artists and tireless
volunteer efforts lead by Sue Holstein.
Circulation stats
homepage at
are at an all-time high. Our
w^vw.bedford.lib.nh.us was
accessed nearly 20,000 times in 1998. Through
SearchBank, one of the more popular internet
resources at the Library, library cardholders may
locate magazine articles from their own
computers. Through our Internet site, thousands
of articles and other resource materials have been
retrieved by cardholders from home, work, or as
they travel globally.
Our four Internet workstations for public use in
the Library were in high demand. We continue to
sponsor training courses for residents in software
and Internet use. Volunteers Philip Gray, Jack
O'Reilly, and John Robinson, among others,
assisted staff in these training programs.
Bedford Lions Club donated high-tech
equipment for hearing and sight-impaired
persons using our Library resources. StafTperson
Susan Rotch guides this highly praised reference
and resource program.
Bedford Library Foundation continues to raise
critical fiands for the Library to supplement
Town funds. In 1998, the Foundation purchased
high-tech equipment, carpeting, and materials for
exterior landscaping at the front entrance to the
Library. We are very grateful to them. In August,
our Head of Technical Services - Joanne
Bossert, who had done a wonderful job,
relocated to New York. Cindi O'Connor,
formerly our Director of Children's Services,
transferred to this job, for which she is highly
qualified. Lucia Albertson, formerly Assistant
in Children's Services, is the new Director.
Barbara Nagle and Ellen Zorawowicz assist her
in the Department. Betty Folsom and Brynn
Rehnborg keep Circulation moving smoothly.
Staff are also active in the State, New England,
and nationally - serving the public library
community.
Many thanks to all of the individuals and
organizations who contributed to our success
this year. 33 weekly volunteers donated 6000
hours during the year. These efforts and those
of our excellent staff make us very proud to be
able to say that your Library, 209 years old, is
well-positioned to meet the needs of our
community as we enter the new millenium.
Live f.
Bedford Public Library: Special Account
Cash on hand 1-0 1-98 $96.95
Income









Total 1998 Income $15,015.20
Disbursements





Total 1998 Disbursements $15,047.94
Cashonhand 12-31-98 $ 64.21
1998 Library Statistics




























Review of "Dredge and Fill Applications" for
impact to wetlands continued to be a major
focus in 1998. After public meetings and site
walks, the Commission proposed 19
applications with recommendations to the State
Wetlands Bureau for its review.
Land protection was another major activity.
With Commission approval, the Town acquired
14 acres of land contiguous to the entrance of
the Pulpit Rock Conservation Area. In the
spring, member Jim Lamp was appointed to
meet with representatives from Town Boards
and Commissions and from area organizations
to prepare a conservation/preservation priorities
list at Council request and in response to state
initiative SB 493. In October, the Commission
voted to recommend the acquisition of 27.4
acres of open space land known as the
Benedictine property on Wallace Road.
The Commission wishes to thank retiring
members Martin Glennon, Dave Hershey, Tom
Ducharme, and D.J. Withee for their
dedication. It also appreciates the work of
Pulpit Rock Sub-Committee members Joe
Szymanowski (Chair), Richard Moore (Chair
1992-1998), Ray Landry, Peter Delano, Robert
Anderson, Jay Barry, Wm. Burns, Bill Ewing,
Clark Gott, Karen Neumann, DeeDee
O'Rourke, and BarbaraTufts, as well as past
members Helen Evans, David Delisle, and
Susan Tufts-Moore.
Pulpit Rock Sub-committee
This committee, which oversees the Pulpit
Rock Conservation Area, has had many
accomplishments this year ; establishing a new
trail, printing a brochure update, conducting a
maintenance day for trails and bridges, re-
posting "no hunting" signs, creating two small
wildlife clearings with appropriate plantings,
and conducting an annual educational walk in
May - depicting the area's geology, its history
as a tourist attraction, and fauna and flora of the
area. As part of his Eagle Scout project, Seth
Hamel will improve the Area campsite with
two tent platforms.
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1999 Town Council - Proposed Budget
Summary
There is no increase for the Town portion of
property taxes in the 1999 budget. The tax rate
for the Town portion will remain $2.71 per
$1000 of assessed valuation. Changes in
Department budgets, noted below, reflect the
Town's objective to continue providing quality
services at appropriate levels in the community.
Additional costs in the Budget are flinded
through cost savings elsewhere in the Budget
and through new revenues.
• The Police Department budget provides
funding for an additional patrolman, through
a COPS grant; data communications
equipment for patrol officers, through a
federal grant; and a part-time clerk to assist
the Prosecutor.
• The Fire Department budget provides
Professional Incentive Pay for firefighters
who obtain more advanced EMT training;
pay range adjustments (the first since 1995)
for personnel, fijnding for an additional
firefighter, and a capital reserve to buy a new
fire truck apparatus which will replace
Ladder #1 and Engine #1. Training
programs and a capital reserve for
ambulances are funded by new ambulance
fees that went into effect Jan. T*.
• The Public Works Department budget
provides additional funding for our road re-
construction and resurfacing program, and
for hauling more trash from the transfer
station - keeping up with the needs of a
growing population.
• The Parks and Recreation Department
budget funds fijrther development of Legacy
Park - with 50% of cost paid with recreation
fees from developers; creates a capital
reserve for rehabilitation of our community
pool in 2002 - with 90% of cost offset by
increased concession and swimming lesson
fees; and allocates 12 hours of secretarial
time to the Department for scheduling,
billing, and program assistance.
The Town Hall budget provides funding
for painting the exterior of Town Hall and
installing sprinklers.
The Planning Board budget ftinds
professional services through fees charged
to developers.
The Planning Department budget includes
funds for contract service for data entry in
records retention software; and the first full
year for a Planner I position for a
staffperson transferred to the Department
last year.
The Library budget provides funding for_a
part-time reference Librarian and four hours
of staff time on Saturdays. Funds are also
provided for grounds maintenance and
snow removal on sidewalks.
The Finance Department budget provides
additional funding for health insurance -
reflecting major surgery costs in 1998. An
improved experience factor in 1999 would
help contain health care costs in 2000.
The Assessor's budget provides fiinding for
contract services to help measure and list
properties.
The Conservation Commission budget
includes $475,000 to purchase the
Benedictine property on Wallace Road,
funded through land use change tax
revenues in the Conservation Fund. The
Council and Conservation Commission
have both approved use of these funds to
acquire the property - meeting statutory
requirements. The Bedford Land Trust will
make a substantial contribution
(approximately $325,000) toward the
purchase of this property and will receive a






























































TOTAL 1999 GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS
Police - Special Details
Recreation - Day Camp
Bedford Community Television
Public Worl(S - Sewer




Donald A. Ingalls, Assessor
In 1998, the Town's gross assessed valuation
increased $70,820,789 - slightly greater than
unprecedented growth experienced in 1997.
1997 1998 % Total
Res 1,106,299,188 1,170,157,321 7.64%
Com/Ind 282,609,721 289,274,217 19.19%
Exempt 47.497.801 47.795.961 3.17%
Total 1,436,406,790 1,507,227,499 100.00%
A second measure of growth may be illustrated
by the annual volume of real estate transfers
within the Town. Figures supplied by the
Department of Revenue Administration indicate
that 725 transfers took place in Bedford between
October 1, 1997 and September 30, 1998
compared to 577 for the previous period or a
25.65% increase. While these conveyances
represent all transfers including non-market
transactions such as trusts, related parties, etc. it
is indicative of greater demand for real estate in
the Town of Bedford.
A computer terminal located in the downstairs
lobby near the Assessment Office allows
taxpayers, real estate appraisers and other
interested parties to research assessment records.
The terminal is user friendly and will locate
parcel information by owner name, street
address, or map/block/lot number. Public
reaction to the new terminal is very positive.
Copies of individual assessment cards are also
available for a nominal fee. Office and terminal
hours are 8:00am to 4:30pm on weekdays.
Celebrating Halloween at Town Offices: Pauline Siniard,
Joanne Eraser, Don Ingalls, Catherine Debo, Karen White,
Martha Gaudes, Edie Schmidtchen
BUILDING/HEALTH DEPARTMENT
William E. Hallock, CBO, BIdg. Inspector
Wayne A. Richardson, CBO, Assistant
1998 was a year of unprecedented growth for
the Town. With growth, the department's work
load grows. By the close of the year,
the Department performed approximately 4000
inspections, issued more than 700 building
permits and approved 250 new residential
dwelling units for occupancy.
We have been fortunate this year to have laptop
computers and printers available for data entry
in the field. This equipment has increased our
efficiency by eliminating duplication of effort
during the permitting and inspection processes.
As a result, the Department has been able to
take on new work in the area of septic system
reviews to help insure a healthy environment
for residents. To keep up with knowledge of the
code and enforcement issues, staff regularly
attends training seminars. The Department
strives to provide fair and equitable
enforcement of the codes to provide a safe





1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Single 87 117 142 135 139 160 150 157
Duplex 000 2256 35
Condos 64 72
Apartmts 204 36
Total 87 117 142 137 141 369 220 301
TOWN OF BEDFORD
Certificates of Occupancy








The financial condition of the Town
continued to improve in 1998. Growth
continues to bring additional revenues to the
Town. New revenues help us keep the tax rate
stable. As a result of our good financial
condition, Moody's rating service upgraded
the Town's bond rating to Aa3. This rating is
one of the best in the State for municipalities
and allows the Town to borrow funds at
attractive interest rates. As a result of the
excellent rating and low interest rates in
general, the Town was able to refinance its
sewer debt - which will save about $100,000.
In 1998, the Town established a web
page. Our website - at ci.bedford.nh.us
provides information about Town meetings,
recreation programs, hours of operations, etc.
and is linked to a number of other
organizations' websites. If you have any
suggestions for improvement of our website
please e-mail me at finance@ci.bedford.nh.us .
The need for public assistance
continues to be low, due largely to the healthy
economy. Although the number of cases
remains low, applications are complex and




It is with mixed emotions I sit down to write my
final report as Town Clerk -Tax Collector for the
Town of Bedford. After having served since
1977 in this position, I now feel I have earned
my place on the list of retirees. I have seen the
Town grow fi-om a population of 3200 to 18,000
and go through a myriad of changes. I plan to
remain in Bedford and pursue many of the
activities I have not been able to enjoy due to
lack of time. I wish to thank the townspeople for
their support over these many years and will
cherish all the fond memories for years to come.
Best of luck to all my co-workers.
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December31,1998
DEBITS
Tax Sales or liens from: 1997 1996 1995 Prior
Unredeemed liens-
Beginning of Yr. 161,609 81,096 35,977
Liens Executed 1997 245,034
Int/Costs Collected
(after lien execution) 2.347 12.433 23.685 11.975
Total Debits $247,381 $174,042 $104,781$47,952
CREDITS - Remittance to Treasurer during Fiscal Yr
Redemptions 58,502 65,141 67,714 23,817
Int./Cost collected




Balance end of Yr 186.418 96.468 13,382 12.160


































































Town Clerk Swearing in Officer Larry Richardson
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
1998 1997 1996
Uncollected Taxes Beginning of Year
Property Taxes 1,191,146.60
Land Use Change 1 80,600.00
Yield Taxes 134.00 147.00
Utilities (Sewer) 98,929.85
Revenues Conunitted This Year
Property Taxes 26,761.155.23
Land Use Change 41 3,748.00
Yield Taxes 2.996.00
Utilities 489,584.11
ANNUAL REPORT OF REVENUES COLLECTED,
EXPENSES PAD). & UNCOLLECTED REVENUES
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 12-31-98
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1 6- 1 8-000 Joppa Hill & King
16-21-000 Joppa Hill Road
16-38-085 Golden Drive
20-01-000 Meetinghouse Road
20-07-000 Rt. 101 & Bell Hill Road
20-11-000 Nashua Road
20-23-000 Nashua Road
20-46-000 1 8 N. Amherst Road
20-74-062 Rockwood Court
20-77-000 N. Amherst Road
20-95-000 24 N. Amherst Road
21-09-06A Patten Road
2 1 -09- 1 2B Matthew Patten Dr.





25-20-000 Back River Road
25-66-000 Back River Road
25-77-000 Back River Road
25-92-011 Forest Drive







29-17-000 N. Amherst Road
30-08-014 Beech Street
30-15-014 Bracken Circle




33-09-082 Liberty Hill Road
33-09-083 Meadowcrest Dr.
33-17-017 Liberty Hill Road
34-1 3-000 Everett Highway
34-30-000 Back River Road
35-1 5-000 South River Road
36- 1 7-000 South River Road
38-09-000 Liberty Hill Road
39-37-000 Jenkins Road
40-03-036 McQuade Brook Rd.
43-31-000 Dery Street
46- 1 6-000 Eastman Avenue





BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS DURING 1998




























































































OUELLETTE, CARLEY KRISTEN 4/1/98
HALLENBECK, JOSHUA MARK 4/1/96
ROOTES, SAVANNAH GRACE 4/2«6
DUCHARME, BRITTANY FLEURETTE- 4/3«6
MARIE
KOEHLER, JOSHUA ANDREW 40/96
TROTTIER, SAIGE KRISTIANNA 4/4/98
BABINEAU, ADAM LEE 4/8/98
TUNG, ROBERT WILLIAM 4/a98
CAVANAUGH, MARY KATE 4/13/96
CICO, MEGAN BARBARA 4/13/96
KITSIS, MICHAEL JOHN 4/14/96
KLOSE, TYLER SCOTT 4/14/96
CLOUTIER, JESSICA ANN 4/1 4«8
DELACEY, CASSANDRA ROSE 4/14«8
NORRIS, BENJAMIN TRUEWORTHY 4/16/96
COSTELLO, SARAH ELIZABETH 4/17/96
WHITE, AIDAN DOUGLAS 4/20/96
TERRY, JOSEPH MICHAEL 4/2CV98
PORTER, CAROLYN HEATHER 4/26«8
MANCHESTER, NH OUELLETTE, RUSSELL
MANCHESTER, NH HALLENBECK, KEVIN
MANCHESTER, NH ROOTES, JOHN


















































PEACH, EMILY ANN 5/3/96
LEBLANC, MEGAN MCKENZIE 514/98
BLANCHETTE, BRANDON TREVOR 5/7/96
WHITE, REBECCA MARIE 5/7/96
LARRIVEE, RACHEL MARIE 5/7/96
JOSEF, EMALEE DORIS 5/23«8























COTE, NATHAN JON 5^1/96 MANCHESTER, NH COTE, DONALD COTE, DAWNA
ROSETTI, HANNAH JANE 6/1/98
TAAL, ABDOU-KARIM BABOUCAR 6/1/98
EBY, CAROLINE FLEMING 6^/96
GRANDE, CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH 6BI96
LANDON, ADAM AARON 6/1 2/98
LANDON, RYAN ALEXANDER 6/12/98
FERWERDA, KELLAN PAUL LOPTSO 6/12/96
HASKELL, JAMES EVAN 6/1498
GRIMES, KELLY ANNE 6/18/98
GADDY, SARAH NICOLE 6/19/96
WALSH, EMMA ANDERSON 6/19«8
MOHNKERN, ANDREW MICHAEL 6/24«6
FISCHER, RYAN CHRISTOPHER &26J9B
AREL, ZOEY RENEE 6/27/96
AMBROGI, ABIGAIL KATHERINE 6/28/96









































































































DESANTIS, COURTNEY LYNNE 8/1 1/98
PIERSON, MADELINE KATHERINE 8/1 1/96
KALIL, ADAM FREDERICK 8/1 2/98
OWENS, LAURA ELIZABETH 8/1 4«6
DESMARAIS, EMERSON CATHERINE 8/2Q«8
GEILICH, ALLIE MARIE 8/21/98
MONTY, CARTER ANDREW 8/22/98
HULLFISH, COLE WILLIAM 8/25«8








































































FRANCOEUR, COLTON EDWARD 12/8/98
SUBBARAO, KARTHIK RAVISHANKA 12/9«6
PHELPS, LAUREN AVERY 12/10/96
LEVINE, PENINAH USE 12/11/98
KELLER, KRYSTYNA RENKER 12/15/98
HARNSBERGER, ELLEN 12/17/98
KRUGER, TAYLOR ANN 12/18/98
JONES, SIDNEY FREDRICK 12/21/98
TRACEY, KOLBY LYNNE 12/24«
BREINER, HANNAH LEIGH 12/26«e
LEE, GRANT HYUNCHUN 12/29/98
FAY, STEPHANIE MARIE 12A31/99









































Marriages Registered in tiie Town of Bedford,
Date Groom's Name
1/1/98 David J. Field
1/1/98 Richard R. Bergeron
1/3/98 Peter J. Shoesmith
1/24/96 John Argeropoulos"
1/26/96 Andrew S. Wedlake
2/13/96 John C. Allison
3/14/96 PaulR. Daley
3/21/96 Michael G. Fitzpatrick
3/28/98 Che Condon
3/28/98 Andrew E. Berkeley
4/11/96 Paul E.Noel
4/25/98 Robert G. Parsons
5/2/98 Steven H. Lachs
5/2/96 Paul G. Cote
5/3/98 Cyrus Koski
5/9/98 Victor M. Kwitkiwski
5/10/98 William J. Burke
5/15/96 Michael J. Berry
5/1a98 Keith E. Klesat
5/23/98 Richard J. Hein
5/24/96 Russell A. Langill. Jr.
5/30/98 Gordon L. Smith
5/30/96 Oliver J. Mack
5/31/96 David Z. Freedman
6/4^8 Stephen J. Devwiters
6/6/98 Richard M. Labrie
6/6/98 Raymond G. Furgal, Jr.
6/6/96 Shelby S. Vance
6/6/98 Daniel J. McKone
6/6/98 Scott W. Ellison
6/13/96 James R. Walseman
6/13/98 Justin D. Watson
6/13/98 Mark Antkownak
6/1 7/96 Hoai Son Pham
6/20/98 Thomas P. Hack
6/20/98 John Danos
6/20^6 Brian N. Ducharme
6/20/98 John A. Lawless
6/20/98 Mark J. Thornton
6/21/98 John W. Lynch
6/27/98 Sean M. Callanan
6/27/98 James D. Flatten
6/27/98 Shahbaz M. Khan
6/27/98 Keith J. Mulholland
7/3/98 Norman W. Asselin
7/3/98 Howard G. Malloy
7/5/98 Jeff R. Garland
7/17/96 George F. Bowers
7/18/98 David C. Schwotzer

























































































































































7/25^98 Michael M. Ayotte
11/14^8 Brandon D. Futlich
11/26/98 William L. Hooley
11/28^8 Richard N. Mostrom
1 1/28/98 Brian J. McGinty

















Deaths Registered in the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for the Year Ending December 31 , 1998

























































Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord » New Hampshire » 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-13R0
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDFUONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the
Town Council and Town Manager
Town of Bedford
Bedford, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Bedford for the year ended December 31, 1997,
we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements. Our review of these
systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied
on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of
management in the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation
to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the
internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that
might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
During the course of our review, the following condition was noted that was considered to be a material
weakness as defined above:
TAX COLLECTOR
Listings of uncollected and unredeemed taxes as of December 31, 1997 could only be generated by the
computer system at that date. Listings that were provided to us were dated at various times m January
of 1998. Considerable additional audit time was expended in attempting to reconcile these lists back
to December 31, 1997.
We recommend that Town officials contact the software vendor to correct the problem in the future.
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Town of Bedford
Independent Auditor's Communication of Reportable Conditions and Other Matters
Minor weaknesses or other considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature
and dealt with administrative or recordkeeping practices. In these instances, we made specific
recommendations or provided instruction to those individuals involved during the course of our audit
fieldwork.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.








Town Offices, 24 No. Amherst Road, Bedford, NH 03110; www.ci.bedford.nh.us
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00am - 4:30pm
Tuesday, 7:00am - 4:30pm
Assessing, Planning & Zoning 472-8104
Auto/Dog/Voter Registration 472-3550
Birth, Marriage, and Death Certificates 472-3550
Finance & Personnel 472-9869
Parks and Recreation 472-5242
Public Works: Hwy & Sewer 472-3070
Tax Collector/Town Clerk 472-3550
Town Office - Adminstration 472-5242
Safety Complex, 55 Constitution Drive, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00am - 4:30pm
Building/Health Inspector 472-3838
Fire Department - Business line 472-3219*
Police Department - Business line 472-5 11 3
*
Library, 3 Meetinghouse Road, Bedford, NH 03110: www.hedf"rd.lib.nh.us
Tel. #: 472-3023; Hours: Mon., Weds., & Thurs., 9am to 8pm
Tuesday, 7am to 8pm; Friday, 9am to 5pm
Saturday, 10am to 3pm; Sunday, 12 to 2pm
Pool, 20 County Road (summer only): 472-7331
Transfer Station/Dump, Chubbuck Rd. 472-4563
(Closed Sunday and Monday)
Open - Tues. 7am-5pm,
Weds., Thurs., Fri.,Sat. 8:30- 5:00pm
BCTV 16, 10 Meetinghouse Rd 472-8288
* IN AN EMERGENCY ONLY - TO REPORT A FIRE, SECURE
RESCUE, OR REACH THE POLICE DIAL 911
